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Abstract—[Context] Data is being collected at an
unprecedented scale. Data sets are becoming so large and
complex that traditionally engineered systems may be
inadequate to deal with them. While software engineering
comprises a large set of approaches to support engineering
robust software systems, there is no comprehensive overview of
approaches that have been proposed and/or applied in the
context of engineering big data systems. [Goal] This study aims
at surveying existing research on big data software engineering
to unveil and characterize the development approaches and
major contributions. [Method] We conducted a systematic
mapping study, identifying 52 related research papers, dated
from 2011 to 2016. We classified and analyzed the identified
approaches, their objectives, application domains, development
lifecycle phase, and type of contribution. [Results] As a result,
we outline the current state of the art and gaps on employing
software engineering approaches to develop big data systems.
For instance, we observed that the major challenges are in the
area of software architecture and that more experimentation is
needed to assess the classified approaches. [Conclusion] The
results of this systematic mapping provide an overview on
existing approaches to support building big data systems and
helps to steer future research based on the identified gaps.
Keywords—data intensive systems, big data systems, software
engineering, systematic mapping

I.
INTRODUCTION
In the early 2000s, due to the impact of e-commerce, at
the time an innovative model of transactions performed
through the world wide web, challenges on data management
were identified by the industry. Typically, organizations
dealt with the increase in data volume with the acquisition of
more storage space. This process proved to be inefficient
when it came to integrate databases from different systems,
often causing inconsistent databases through the operation
[48]. Laney [48] discussed appropriate initiatives for
handling data management challenges in large corporations
and introduces the concept of "3Vs": Volume, Velocity and
Variety. According to Laney [48], volume is about the
amplitude and depth of the data available in a transaction or
any point of interaction. Velocity is identified as the speed
employed in the usage of data to support interactions and the
way these generate data. Finally, variety is based on the
degree of compatibility between varied data formats, an
important factor for effective data management.
The concept "3Vs" is known as the predecessor of big
data. According to TechAmerica Foundation [71], the term
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big data describes large data volume, which, given its
complex and variable characteristics, require advanced
techniques and technologies to enable capturing, storing and
analyzing information. In addition, according to the Big Data
Software Engineering (BDSE) workshop [12] big data
systems concern the process of extracting high-value
information in order to revolutionize decision-making in
business, science, and society.
The term big data has gained particular interest since
2011, when IBM has positioned itself as a provider of big
data solutions. Since then, researchers and organizations,
such as SAS [65], have introduced other dimensions to the
three original ones. For instance, Value and Veracity, as
proposed by Kazman [41]. Burbank [15] defines value as the
ability to comprehend, manage, and integrate from distinct
sources in order to get previously unknown information. In
addition, Burbank [15] also argues that veracity is the level
of exactness and accuracy of the information.
According to a survey by Capgemini in conjunction with
Informatica [17], two challenges to turn big data an effective
business resource are a lack of technical experience and
difficulty in data integration. Another survey carried out by
Capgemini [16] verified that the adoption of a systematic
implementation approach is a factor of success in big data
initiatives. The report also indicates that only about 70% of
organizations have a well-defined process to identify and
select appropriate technologies.
In the context of developing systems geared to process
large datasets, according to Chen et al. [25], some risks are
the difficulty in selecting big data technologies, the complex
integration between legacy systems with new systems and, as
a new field, practitioners have little or no knowledge. In
another study [24], the same authors argue that the
development of systems that deal with data on a smaller
scale is traditionally based on relational databases or data
warehouses and explain the importance of an specific
architectural design process for designing big data systems.
In addition, Gorton and Klein [36] argue that big data
systems must be able to sustain high write rates, varying
loads and types of requests, and high availability. Although
such studies represent a step forward, it is hard to the reader
to be aware of the “Big Picture” of software engineering
approaches that support big data systems.

The goal of this paper is to present a systematic mapping
of the literature conducted to answer the following research
question: "Which software engineering approaches have
been proposed to support developing big data systems?". We
analyze the approaches, their objectives, application domains
in which they have been applied, the life cycle phases they
support, and what kind of contribution they provide. The
types of studies that have been undertaken are also analyzed.
Based on the mapping, it was possible to observe that the
main challenges are in the area of software architecture,
where the construction of an adequate infrastructure,
involving data modeling, application design, integration
between different database technologies and applications,
often arise as barriers to the development of asolution to deal
with intense data processing. In addition, there is a major
focus of studies on the architecture and design lifecycle
phase. Moreover, it is possible to observe that more
experimentation is needed to assess the identified approaches
to better understand the situations in which they really work
and their limitations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II describes the background and related work
concerning secondary studies on big data field. Section III
describes the systematic mapping protocol and how the
mapping was conducted. Section IV presents the results to
our research questions. Finally, Section V concludes the
paper.
II.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Big Data Systems - Terminology
Sources of information where there is no peer review of
content such as blogs and articles use to position ultra-largescale systems as big data systems. Although ultra-large-scale
systems tend to have a large amount of data stored, accessed,
and manipulated, the dimension of extracting Value for
decision making may often not be present. Another example
of wrong positioning is when referring to big data systems as
"big data analytics", which according to Russom [63], is
described as the application of advanced analytic techniques
to large data sets. Big data systems may support specific
analytics techniques to provide Value, but do not replace the
whole analysis process. Finally, big data systems are also
often referred to as data-intensive systems in the literature
[6]. The word intensive concerns the development of
enterprise applications that can make use of big data
technologies, such as Hadoop, Apache Spark, and NoSQL
systems that store and process data in large scale. It is
important to highlight that technologies such as Spark and
Hadoop are not designed for a specific domain or purpose.
They are general purpose frameworks to provide parallel
capabilities and thus are not considered in this paper as Big
Data Systems.
B. Big Data Systems and Software Engineering
Big data can be identified as the process of acquisition
and storage of large datasets in order to support data analysis
and provide knowledge for the decision-making process. In
addition, this work focuses specifically on the software
engineering dimension for big data, that is, analyzing

approaches in the field of software engineering that enable or
support the development of big data systems. This way, big
data systems are any software solution that undertakes the
collection, storage and processing of a large volume of data.
Lastly, according to Gandomi and Haider [33], size
dimensions in big data refer to multiple terabytes and
petabytes of data, so this work also makes use of this pattern
when it refers to large volume of data or intensive data
processing. Therefore, big data, in the context of this work, is
intrinsically linked to the development of software systems.
C. Related Work
O’Donovan et al. [57] introduced the first secondary
study in the big data field, intending to provide an overview
of the studies about big data in manufacturing. The research
questions covered the type of analytics and technologies
employed on big data and applicability on manufacturing
areas.
Akoka et al. [2] undertook a mapping study on big data
research aiming to investigate publication trends, including
the study objectives, application domains, most active
authors and the hot topics in the study area. Alayyoub et al.
[3] analyzed studies about stream processing frameworks for
big data, providing the classification and analysis of these
studies. Recently, Ortega et al. [58] searched for methods to
evaluate database management systems focusing on quality
criteria.
Finally, Kumar and Alencar [28] conducted a literature
survey focusing on the software development life cycle
phases in the context of projects that have the potential to
utilize big data technologies. The authors observed the most
popular application domains and Software Development
Lifecycle Phases (SDLCP) that concentrate research efforts.
However, their study does not focus on software engineering
approaches. Therefore it does not providing a comprehensive
overview on this topic. The mapping study described
hereafter addresses this gap, focusing specifically on
software engineering approaches with strict inclusion criteria
and a classification scheme designed based on this focus.
III.

SYSTEMATIC MAPPING

A. Research Questions
A primary research question was defined: "(RQ1) Which
types of software engineering approaches have been
proposed to support developing big data systems?". Based
on this primary question, complementary research questions
were defined to characterize the identified approaches.
 RQ1a. Which are the objectives of the studies presenting
the approaches?
 RQ1b. Which type of research has been conducted on the
approaches?
 RQ1c. Which type of empirical evaluation has been
performed on the approaches?
 RQ1d. Which application domains have the proposed
approaches been applied to?
 RQ1e. Which SDLCP the approaches relate to?
 RQ1f. Which type of contributions do the approaches
represent?

 RQ1g. What is the level of collaboration between
industry and academia on proposing the approaches?
B. Search Strategy
First, a set of control papers was selected to provide input
into the search for primary studies [25][36][9]. According to
Kitchenham and Charters [43], control papers aim at helping
in the definition of the search string, providing input for the
adjustment of the search string until the search retrieves the
control papers.
Besides the control papers, an initial set of 10 studies was
identified through exploratory searches in the Scopus
database. This set was used to obtain an overview of the area,
main challenges, classifications, terms and keywords before
starting the more formal and complete mapping study.
Reading the control papers also allowed further
understanding of the main terms used in the area and basic
knowledge concerning some important studies.
After some analyses of possible search strings, the
following one was selected: “big data” AND “software
engineering”. Applying this search string to titles and
abstracts in the chosen digital libraries enabled retrieving the
control papers. Indeed, we believe that it appropriately
reflects our purpose, given that we were looking for software
engineering approaches (intervention) within the population
of papers concerning big data systems (population).
Nevertheless, besides conducting the search on several
digital libraries our search strategy also involved applying
backward and forward snowballing on the initially included
papers (seed set) to identify additional relevant papers that,
for any reason, did not match our search string [74][53].
Data sources were selected based on Dyba et al. [29],
which recommends the following sources for software
engineering
area:
Scopus,
IEEEXplore,
ACM,
ScienceDirect, EI Compendex, and Web of Science. The
search on digital libraries and the snowballing were carried
out in January 2017 and this study contemplates primary
studies published until the end of 2016.
C. Study Selection
According to Petersen et al. [42], only studies that are
relevant to answering the research questions should be
included. Therefore, this research excluded studies that
present concepts and proposals outside the scope of research
questions or outside the domain of software engineering. The
inclusion and exclusion criteria is presented in Table I.
D. Selection Process
The identification and filtering of the articles was divided
into 5 steps, using a combination of searches in digital
libraries and forward and backward snowballing.
The first step consisted performing the search in each of
the selected digital libraries and removing duplicates. From
441 articles obtained by the search, after the removal of
duplicate articles, 305 were left to be analyzed.
In the second step, filtering is applied based on criteria
E2, E3, E4. The objective of applying this criteria was to

avoid redundancy in research contributions and to establish a
quality level in the included publications.
TABLE I.
Criteria
IC1

EC1
EC2
EC3
EC4

INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION CRITERIA.

Description
Published studies describing approaches or strategies for
developing big data systems. If the study only mentions a
technique and does not provide a detailed explanation of its
applicability and context, then it should not be included.
Papers where the focus on software engineering is not
identified.
Papers not written in English.
Grey literature, including white papers, theses, and papers that
were not peer reviewed.
Papers that are only available in the form of abstracts/posters
and presentations.

In the third step a second filter is applied verifying title,
abstract and keywords against criteria I1 and E1. The whole
filtering process conducted in this step was peer reviewed. If
the inclusion of a study gave rise to doubt, a third researcher
analyzed the study in order to reach consensus. Whenever
the decision was not possible, the study proceeded to the next
step, where the full text was read. After this step 55
candidate studies remained.
In the fourth step, the third and final filter was applied.
This time, the full text of the remaining unclassified articles
was read. At the end of this stage, another 12 articles were
excluded, resulting in 43 included studies.
The fifth step concerned applying snowballing using
these included studies as seed set. According to Wohlin [74],
snowballing is an iterative process where the references
(backward snowballing) and citing studies (forward
snowballing) of a seed set of studies are checked in order to
identify other relevant studies. To enable forward
snowballing the Scopus feature of showing citing studies was
used for each selected study. During this process 9 additional
papers (6 by backward snowballing, and 3 by forward
snowballing) that met the inclusion criteria were identified.
At the end, the articles selected by the snowballing process
were combined with the initially selected articles, totaling 52
included primary studies.
E. Classification Scheme
The information extracted from each of the 52 selected
papers and the corresponding classification scheme are
described in Table II.
IV. RESULTS
This section presents the results of the mapping study,
based on the analysis of the information extracted from the
52 selected papers, organized by research question.
RQ1. Which types of software engineering approaches
have been proposed to support developing big data systems?
Table III lists all the types of approaches identified by
analyzing the primary studies. Out of the 52 selected studies
in this mapping, the majority of papers (10) refer to
development methodology proposal, indicating efforts on
identifying barriers and gaps on existing development

methodologies in the context of big data systems. Next, there
is also a high concentration of approaches (9) concerning
software architecture. This behavior can be explained by the
need of non-conventional architectural solutions for big data
systems when compared with traditional systems [22].
Finally, there are 8 approaches concerning software solutions
(e.g., verification tool to evaluate design [11]) to solve
particular problems within the scope of building big data
systems.
TABLE II.
Information
Approach Type
(RQ1)
Objective (RQ1a)
Type of Research
(RQ1b)

Empirical
Evaluation
(RQ1c)
Application
Domain (RQ1d)

SDLCP (RQ1e)

Contribution Type
(RQ1f)

Type of Author
(RQ1g)

Study Metadata

DATA EXTRACTION FORM.

Description
Type of technique or strategy for developing big
data systems. We undertook a classification about
type of contribution by using open coding [70].
Study objective. Again, open coding was used [70].
Classification of research type, according to
Wieringa et al. [63], including the following
categories: evaluation research, proposal of
solution, validation research, philosophical paper,
opinion paper, or experience paper.
Classification of the empirical strategy, according to
Wohlin et al. [18], including the following
categories: experiment, case study, or survey.
Application domain on which the approach was
applied. According to Evans [24], application
domains can influence constraints such as risk and
quality, depending on the complexity of the
application. Only application domains in which
empirical studies were applied (e.g. case study,
survey or experiment) are considered in this
category.
SDLCP, comprising the following categories:
requirements,
architecture
and
design,
implementation, testing, deploy, and maintenance.
It is noteworthy that to enable classifying the
approaches independently of its specific
development methodology, we defined generic
categories using a high-level of abstraction.
Contribution the study provided. We undertook a
classification about type of contribution by using
coding [70] based on the categories defined by
O'Donovan et al. [59].
Industry, Academia or both. Studies can be
conducted jointly by researchers and industry
professionals or conducted in an individual setting
without partnership. The objective of this category
is to characterize this degree of intersection.
Includes the paper title and information on the
authors, venue, and year of publication.

RQ1a. Which are the objectives of the studies presenting the
approaches?
Table IV lists all the study objectives extracted from the
primary studies. It is possible to observe a concentration of
studies on systems design and development methodology,
indicating again a trend on improving methodologies for big
data systems development.

TABLE III.

TYPES OF APPROACHES FOR DEVELOPMENT OF BIG DATA
SYSTEMS

Approach Type

Description

Reference

Approach Type

Description

Development
methodology
proposal

Introduction of
changes/adaptations in a
development methodology or
proposal of life cycle model

Software
architecture
proposal

Architecture definition proposal
or methodology for architecture
definition

Software solution

Software systems aiming to
support/improve processes on
system development lifecycle

Systems design
method proposal

Solution proposal related to the
design of software system

Software
architecture
design method
proposal
Experience
sharing
Requirements
engineering
approach proposal
Modeling
language
extension
proposal
Performance
analysis model
proposal
Problem mapping
IDE support tool
development
Development
team monitoring
Data migration
method proposal

Reference
[10][23]
[24][25]
[26][37]
[39][45]
[52][60]
[5][13][19]
[46][47]
[54][55]
[72][77]
[8] [11][14]
[21][44]
[50] [64]
[76]
[7][22][27]
[34][38]
[67][69]

Solution proposal related to the
design of software architecture

[4][36][49]
[59]

Report of knowledge acquired

[6][68]

Methodologies or strategies to
address requirements

[31][56]

Inclusion of visual resources in a
modeling language

[35][40]

Mathematical models to identify
performance measures

[1][30]

Research of latent problems on
industry or academia
Plugins development to support
development on IDE
Monitoring of development team
in order to collect adopted
practices
Development of method or
guideline to enable data migration
TABLE IV.

[51][61]
[20]
[62]
[66]

STUDY OBJECTIVES

Objective
Provide a solution to systems design
Improve or define a development methodology
Provide a solution to large data set processing
Provide a solution to support architecture design
Evolve software architecture body of knowledge
Support application execution/development
Provide a solution to address requirements
Identify gaps and opportunities
Support deploy process
Support data logging process

Count
12
10
8
5
5
4
3
3
1
1

RQ1b. Which type of research has been conducted on the
approaches?
Fig. 1 presents the distribution of research types among
the selected primary studies. As depicted, proposal of
solution leads the number of studies (20), followed by
philosophical paper with 14 studies. It is possible to observe
that evaluation research, i.e., research concerning empirical
evaluations, is presented in only 9 studies.

TABLE V.

APPLICATION DOMAIN CLASSIFICATION
Application Domain

20

14

9

9

Experience
Paper

Evaluation
Research

Philosofical
Paper

Proposal of
Solution

Fig. 1. Type of Research Distribution over Primary Studies

RQ1c. Which type of empirical evaluation has been
performed on the approaches?
Fig. 2 depicts the number of studies distributed by
empirical evaluation. Almost half of studies did not use an
empirical evaluation to validate the introduced approach. In
addition, case studies show up as the major used empirical
evaluation strategy. This conjecture indicates that more
experimentation is needed in the field in order to better
assess the proposed approaches.

TABLE VI.

TABLE VII.

Architecture
Tool

Case Study

Experiment

4

Process

Survey

Theory
Platform

Fig. 2. Empirical Study Distribution over Primary Studies

RQ1d. Which application domains have the proposed
approaches been applied to?

Framework
Model

Table V exhibits the distribution of primary studies by
application domain. Social Networks, Network and ECommerce are the application domains with most studies. A
possible explanation for this conjecture is the typical
characteristic of applications in these domains: large
datasets, data generation and data processing in high scale.
RQ1e. Which SDLCP the approaches relate to?
The SDLCP to which the identified approaches relate are
shown in Table VI. It is possible to identify a great number
of approaches on the architecture and design phase. There
are several (14) approaches that do not relate to a specific
SDLCP (e.g., approaches that deal with methodologies for
developing big data applications [10]).

TYPE OF CONTRIBUTION
Count
20
8
8
6
4
3
2
1

RQ1g. What is the level of collaboration between
industry and academia on proposing the approaches?
Fig. 3 depicts the distribution of studies by type of
authors. It is observed that the majority of studies are from
academic authors. Hence, while the topic is highly relevant
to industry, apparently most research is being conducted in
isolated academic initiatives.

41

RQ1f. Which type of contributions do the approaches
represent?
The results in Table VII show a large number of studies
(20) regarding methodology. It can be explained by studies
proposing development and design methodologies. Next, tool
and architecture are categories with 8 studies each. Again,
the number of studies on software solutions and software
architecture explains this conjecture.

Count
23
5
4
3
2
1

Description
Study that presents an approach or
method to solve a problem
Study that describes theory view or
implementation choices for software
architecture
Study that aims the development
software tool to address a problem
Study that present a process or a set of
processes to solve a problem
Study that provide guidelines to solve a
given problem
Study that provides a system to support
execution of applications
Study that describes a proposal or library
development of software to solve a
problem
Study that proposes a mathematical
model to solve a problem

Methodology

7

SDLCP DISTRIBUTION OVER APPROACHES

Life Cycle Phase
Architecture and Design
Implementation
Requirements
Maintenance
Deploy
Testing

Classification

20

Count
5
4
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Social Networks
Network Monitoring/Security
E-Commerce
Bioinformatics
Healthcare
Electrical Sector
Geospatial Data Processing
Internet of Things
Telecommunications
Public Sector
Cyber-physical Systems

8
Academia

Academia/Industry

3
Industry

Fig. 3. Type of Author of Primary Studies

V.

DISCUSSION

A. Systhesis of Results
Based on the results, it is possible to observe that most
research efforts on software engineering approaches are
concentrated on development methodologies and software
architecture (cf. Table III). On behalf of development
methodologies, efforts focus on addressing particularities of
big data systems, such as their data volume and complexity
(e.g., an agile process adaptation employing an architecturecentric approach [23]). Consequently, there seems to be an
understanding, from industry and academia, that traditional
software development methodologies do not support all the
needs to develop big data systems.
Regarding software architecture, the building of an
infrastructure, involving data modeling, application design,
integration among different database technologies and
applications, can imply on barriers to the development of an
adequate solution. This way, there is a significant number of
studies concerned with defining, prototyping, and
implementing software architectural assets. In this context,
there are also studies where the focus remains methodologies
specifically addressing the definition of software
architectures for big data system.
When analyzing the SDLCP of the identified approaches,
we observed a large number of studies focusing on
architecture and design. It means that there is a high interest
from researchers in providing solutions to this specific phase.
This context is leveraged by the high number of studies
focused on solving problems related to definition and
implementation of software architecture in data intensive
systems.
Regarding the type of research, the identified papers
mainly concern philosophical papers and solution proposals.
Further evaluation research is needed in order to better
understand the situations in which the identified approaches
really work, their limitations and how they can be evolved.
However, it is noteworthy that evaluation research has
evolved over the years and that some recent papers concern
this type of research (e.g., [21]).
Finally, it is noteworthy that the publication landscape in
the area is composed of recent papers (2011 to 2016) and,
although our mapping study provides the overall distribution
of the identified approaches (e.g., types of approaches and
contributions), the short publication period did not allow us
to observe significant trends concerning the evolution over
the years.
B. Threats to Validity
The results of this systematic mapping can potentially be
affected by the scope of the study search, study selection
process, and bias on synthesis of results. This section address
the efforts employed to mitigate threats to validity.
Internal validity: We followed the guidelines provided by
Kitchenham and Charters [43]. Additionally, the mapping
protocol was discussed and validated among the researchers.
In addition, the precise inclusion and exclusion criteria
favored a strict selection of primary studies. Finally, in order

to mitigate the risk of bias on selection and categorization
studies, the filtering and categorization steps (including
coding) were peer reviewed. The data including intermediate
and auditable results is available online1.
External validity: We have invested effort to produce
complete and valid results, using only peer reviewed
sources. Therefore, we believe that some degree of external
validity has been achieved. Moreover, our detailed mapping
study protocol and the extracted data are auditable and
available for replications to validate and reinforce our
results.
Reliability: When searching for primary studies we used
all the databases recommended by Dyba et al. [29] and
complemented the results by applying forward and
backward snowballing. One minor limitation could concern
the usage of Scopus for forward snowballing. Nevertheless,
this limitation concerns a specific part of the search process
and Scopus is well-known for indexing the most important
software
engineering
conferences
and
journals.
Furthermore, our mapping considered only peer-reviewed
studies published until the end of 2016.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we presented a mapping study aiming at
providing an overview on existing software engineering
approaches to support building big data systems. We defined
a precise mapping protocol and applied it, allowing us to
identify 52 papers presenting such approaches. Thereafter we
classified them according to their type of approach,
objective, type of contribution, application domain and
SDLCP.
The results provide an overview on existing software
engineering approaches to support the development of big
data systems. The classification scheme enables identifying
the categories that concentrate most of the research and
related gaps. Such information is particularly valuable to
enable researchers to ground future research based on
existing efforts. Another research opportunity concerns
conducting further evaluation research investigating the
feasibility of applying the proposed approaches.
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